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Security updates for Wednesday [2]

Security updates have been issued by Debian (ffmpeg, smarty3, and strongswan), Fedora
(udisks2), openSUSE (flatpak, strongswan, util-linux, and xstream), Oracle (redis:5), Red Hat
(java-1.8.0-openjdk, java-11-openjdk, openvswitch2.11, redis:5, redis:6, and rh-redis5-redis),
SUSE (flatpak, python-Pygments, python3, strongswan, util-linux, and xstream), and Ubuntu
(linux, linux-aws, linux-aws-5.11, linux-azure, linux-azure-5.11, linux-gcp, linux-gcp-5.11,
linux-hwe-5.11, linux-kvm, linux-raspi and strongswan).

JavaScript Packing Found in More Than 25% of Malicious Sites [3]

Textbook Rental Scam - Schneier on Security [4]

Here?s a story of someone who, with three compatriots, rented textbooks from Amazon and
then sold them instead of returning them. They used gift cards and prepaid credit cards to buy
the books, so there was no available balance when Amazon tried to charge them the buyout
price for non-returned books. They also used various aliases and other tricks to bypass
Amazon?s fifteen-book limit. In all, they stole 14,000 textbooks worth over $1.5 million.

Amazon textbook rental service scammed for $1.5m [5]

A 36-year-old man from Portage, Michigan, was arrested on Thursday for allegedly renting

thousands of textbooks from Amazon and selling them rather than returning them.
Andrew Birge, US Attorney for the Western District of Michigan, said Geoffrey Mark Hays
Talsma has been indicted on charges of mail and wire fraud, transporting stolen property
across state lines, aggravated identity theft, and lying to the FBI.
Also indicted were three alleged co-conspirators: Gregory Mark Gleesing, 43, and Lovedeep
Singh Dhanoa, 25, both from Portage, Michigan, and Paul Steven Larson, 32, from
Kalamazoo, Michigan
From January 2016 through March 2021, according to the indictment, Talsma rented
textbooks from the Amazon Rental program in order to sell them for a profit. The indictment
describes what occurred as "a sophisticated fraud scheme."

Google Releases Security Updates for Chrome [6]

Google has released Chrome version 95.0.4638.54 for Windows, Mac, and Linux. This
version addresses vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit to take control of an affected
system.
CISA encourages users and administrators to review the Chrome Release Note and apply the
necessary update as soon as possible.
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